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– no synonym,
adjective, noun or phrase – that can adequately
define what more than 340 satisfied school districts
and BOCES in the Empire State know as the
New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal.
That’s because NYSIR is a virtual dictionary of
insurance and risk management value, beginning
with such basics as property and liability
coverage, claims management, actuarial expertise
and disaster response… and extending to topical
training seminars, industry partnerships and
scholarships whose defining purpose is to give
back to our communities. From A-Z, when it
comes to insuring K-12 New York public schools,
NYSIR continues to serve as an industry
reference for service, protection and financial stability.
There is, however, one very special idea – a feeling,
really – that most of our members ascribe to New York’s
one and only school insurance reciprocal, and that’s
the overarching sense of responsibility associated with
NYSIR. Because the districts we safeguard are in fact our
owners, they benefit not only from shared experience,
but from a shared responsibility to each other. And that,
after all, is what a reciprocal is all about.
Competence born of decades of experience?
Yes. Resilience and financial stability?
Without a doubt. Comprehensive insurance
coverage tailored to the needs of public
schools? Absolutely.
The New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal stands for
all those things. But as much as any single word can…
responsibility is what defines us best. n

of a society as it passes from one
generation to another.
G.K. CHESTERTON

president’s REPORT

Adjusting, Adapting and
; Resilience:
Advancing in a Time of Change
NYSIR emerged almost a quarter of a century ago from
enabling legislation passed on the heels of crisis,
so it should come as no surprise that your schooldistrict-owned reciprocal is ideally positioned
to do more than simply provide exemplary
service in a time of unprecedented change.

peter j.
weber, Ed.D.
board
president

The NYSIR business model
draws on the strengths of
its subscribers, working
together to explore new
options to best support
our schools. School safety
was important to us years
before the terrible tragedies
of 2012, and
planning for
disaster and recovery
preoccupied us long
before the headlinegenerating storms of the
past two years. Indeed,
safety for students, staff
and the community is
the driving force behind
NYSIR initiatives, whether
they’re related to school
bus-driver license
monitoring, emergency
preparedness or the
response to DASA.

School safety was
important to us
years before the
terrible tragedies of
2012, and planning
for disaster and
recovery
preoccupied us
long before
the headlinegenerating storms
of the
past two years.

Thriving in the
World of P&C
When NYSIR was
created there was a
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widespread belief that the reciprocal
would require support to survive
in the world of property and
casualty insurance. That belief was
well-founded. NYSIR has forged
strong and long-term partnerships
with consultants and service
providers to provide critical services
and spread risk.

n

New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal

There also was
suspicion that NYSIR
subscribers would be
unable to manage on
their own, and need
to be continually
guided and supported
by outside experts
and institutions if
their company were
to grow and survive.
That suspicion
was misplaced.
The reciprocal has
demonstrated its ability
to operate within New
York’s highly regulated
insurance environment
and has maintained
its “A” Excellent rating

president’s REPORT

as markets have turned
and the financial
industry faced turmoil.

But each time we
have emerged
stronger and better
prepared – not just as
a company but as a
stalwart supporter of our members. We
care. We collaborate. We learn together
and share what we learn.

Schools across the state
are being buffeted by winds
of change. Federal and state actions
appear to be leading us down a
path that promises excellence and
equity, while eroding local control
and sapping financial strength
under an overarching premise
that the system is broken. That
premise is equally misplaced.
New York’s suburban, rural and
small-city school districts have
a long tradition of
academic, athletic and
cultural achievement.
Their work should
not be overshadowed
by concerns about
persistent challenges in
the big cities. NYSIR’s
independence and
continuing success is
due in no small part to
the original legislative
decision to exclude New
York City and other
large municipalities
from participation.

Stronger, Better
During the past two
and a half decades
your reciprocal has
weathered some of
the largest losses ever
experienced by schools
in our state, and 2012
was no different.

Adaptation is and always has
been the essential ingredient in
building and maintaining our public
education system and NYSIR’s
resilience. Mindful of that, your
Board of Governors is committed
to reaching out to other state and
local associations and
organizations as we
all work together
through this period of
change. And while
we collaborate, adapt
and focus on our
mission to provide
protection, service
and support, school
leaders can safely
turn their attention to
other matters.

Effective, caring
and sustained
collaboration
enables our
member school
districts to
continue to adapt
to the present
and control their
own futures,
each guided by
their individual
visions of how
best to support
students and build
community.
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Effective, caring
and sustained
collaboration enables
our member school
districts to continue
to adapt to the
present and control
their own futures,
each guided by their
individual visions of
how best to support
students and
build community.
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management company REPORT

; 2012: A Good Year to be with nysir
When people are asked to describe a specific company,
you can never be sure they’ll wind up using the
same words. But one thing is fairly certain. If
“responsibility,” “continuing” and “success” are among
them, the chances are it’s a company worth
associating with. Based on that definition, 2012
was a good year to be with NYSIR.

Robert w.
lulley, Jr.
president,
nysir division.
wright risk.
management co.

Even in the wake of a flood
of claims related to an
unprecedented superstorm
called Sandy, NYSIR’s
performance continued to
outpace the industry. Our
combined ratio of losses, loss
adjustment and operating
expenses to premiums – an
industry standard for overall
financial health (not including
investment income) – finished
at 90.8. It was an exceptionally solid
number compared to
an overall industry ratio
that ended the year
at an estimated 106.
The stated goal of NYSIR’s
Board of Governors in
terms of combined ratio
is 100, and anything
less than that accrues to
underwriting gains.
The reciprocal added
seven new subscribers in
2012, finishing the year
with a total membership of
325 school districts and

16 Boards of Cooperative Education
Services (BOCES) across the Empire
State, and maintaining its status as the
single not-for-profit school insurance
company with the most insured
districts in New York. Our subscriber
retention rate remained at 99 percent.
In addition, NYSIR’s surplus for the year
grew by nearly 6 percent, climbing to a
year-end 2012 total of $124,432,476.
Our 2012 gross and net premiums,
$83,928,395 and
$53,319,266 respectively,
were up from the
previous year, and our
premium-to-surplus
ratio – an important
benchmark in the
determination of any
insurance company’s
fiscal strength – came
in at 0.43 to 1, reflective
of an extremely healthy
capital base.

Even in the wake
of a flood of
claims related to
an unprecedented
superstorm called
Sandy, NYSIR’s
performance
continued
to outpace the
industry.
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Investment income
finished at $6,970,741
million, down slightly
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the wright risk
management team
seated
left to right:
Colleen bucca
Bob bambino
Standing
left to right:
Paul weinstein
fred black
richard calame
bob lulley
terry greene
john peppard
teresa wilkerson
andrew graham
not pictured:
GREG HAWK

from the previous year but a substantial
accomplishment nonetheless in light of
a still-sluggish economy. NYSIR ended
the year with total assets of more than
$248 million.

which each member district is assigned
an attorney, and every non-meritorious
liability claim is challenged – a practice
that, over the years, has saved members
millions of dollars in payouts.

Claims

Risk Management

In 2012, our Claims Department reported
317 new suit arisings, a decrease in
activity of 11 percent from a total of 356
the previous year. Of 38 cases tried to
conclusion, 30 resulted in verdicts for the
defense (NYSIR subscribers), four ended
with decisions for the plaintiff and four
were settled during trial. Of all litigated
claims, 65 percent were closed with zero
indemnity payment.

Anticipating 2013 implementation of
an additional cyber-bullying clause in
New York’s Dignity for All Students Act
(DASA), NYSIR continued to emphasize
the human and legal importance
of preventing bullying in member
schools. Subscribers were provided
with several regional seminars aimed
at explaining the ramifications of
DASA, along with training sessions that
outlined strategies and tactics geared
toward preventing and appropriately
responding to bullying.

As always, NYSIR defense law firms
acted with firm commitment on behalf
of subscriber districts facing lawsuits.
Our subscribers are the beneficiaries of
a tailored claims management system in
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Work also continued on the production
of the reciprocal’s DASA Bullying

New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal

management company REPORT

Additionally, our Risk Management
Department responded with an
intense focus on security, violence
prevention and emergency
management in the immediate
aftermath of the Newtown elementary
school shootings. Broadcast e-mails
summarizing a wide array
of available online emergency guides
and action plan templates were
distributed to all subscriber districts,
along with links to Project SAVE
requirements and online courses in
emergency management for schools.

Response Guide for School District
Employees, a special President’s
Initiative aimed at helping NYSIR
members comply with current and
upcoming New York laws.
In accordance with its yearly risk
management practices, NYSIR also
offered subscribers opportunities
to attend seminars on a variety of
safety topics ranging from concussion
prevention and response techniques to
boiler safety and maintenance.
As part of its annual inspection
program, consultants visited scores of
subscribers, as well, assessing
potential risk exposures and
accommodating special
requests to assay particular
conditions or identify
hazards. The majority of
our recommendations
involved general and life
safety, including playground
conditions and procedures
and polices related to
employment liability, school
safety and security.

That NYSIR was able
to close 2012 in such
solid financial stead
despite troubling
incidents of school
violence, damage
inflicted by a recordbreaking storm and
the ongoing challenge
of a lumbering
economy is testament
to the strength and
responsibility of
its business plan
and the vision of
its leaders.

NYSIR’s strength emanates from
its client-oriented approach to
subscribers, who are offered
administrative support on a daily
basis. Reciprocal members routinely
turn to our client services team
for help with policy issuance and
endorsements, vehicle ID cards,
certificates of insurance and insurance
binders. Led by manager Janet Ward,
our dedicated client services staff
members operate as NYSIR’s “first
responders” for subscribers in need of
administrative assistance.

In Closing

During the year, risk
management staff also
attended 111 safety
committee meetings. As a
result of Project SAVE and
RESCUE legislation, staff
members also participated
in a number of mandated
activities throughout the state,
including structural safety
inspection walk-throughs and
district and building-level
security committee meetings.

2012 Annual Report

Words are important, it’s true, but
most often a company is defined
by its actions. That NYSIR was able
to close 2012 in such solid financial
stead despite troubling incidents of
school violence, damage inflicted by a
record-breaking storm and the ongoing
challenge of a lumbering economy
is testament to the strength and
responsibility of its business plan and
the vision of its leaders.
n
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sandy

Superstorm
From satellites orbiting thousands
of miles above, it shone with a kind
of clinical natural beauty – an
immense pinwheel nebula, spinning
slowly above the Atlantic.
On the ground, though, school officials
across New York watched its approach with
foreboding, concerned about the extensive
damage that could be done to classrooms and
district property.
Late on Oct. 29, 2012, Hurricane Sandy – at
one point charged with 109-mile-an-hour
winds – merged with a seasonal nor’easter
to become a superstorm, turning inland
where New Jersey meets New York and
unleashing its whirling energy on cities,
towns, villages and schools from Brigantine
(NJ) to Brentwood (NY). In terms of NYSIR
subscribers, schools and offices on Long
Island suffered the greatest damage, but the
effects of the historic storm – the secondcostliest in U.S. history – were felt as far
upstate as Rochester.
More than six million homes and businesses
without power. An estimated $71 billion in
damages. Some 285 storm-related fatalities.
“Sandy,” said Weather Channel meteorologist Jim
Cantore, “was just too doggone big.”
But NYSIR claims managers and regional
representatives responded in a big way,
answering calls from nearly 150 schools across
the state just hours after the winds subsided.
Storm damage rarely fits into a “one size fits
all” category, and losses varied by kind and
degree, ranging from wind-ravaged

sandy

roofs and debris-battered buildings to
flooded classrooms and basements.

Damaged seats, flooring and walls in
the auditorium have been removed, and
we are awaiting replacement. Building
temperatures are now under control with
the installation of an additional boiler. As
we begin 2013, the Air Quality Control
Committee is committed to ensuring that
all areas of the high school are in better
condition than before the storm.

If a single district could be said to
epitomize the depth and breadth of
Sandy-related losses, it might be
Lawrence UFSD in
Nassau County, one
of NYSIR’s founding
members located on
the south side of
Sandy’s size in miles, as
Long Island near Far
measured by diameter of tropical
storm-force sustained wind,
Rockaway. An excerpt
as it made landfall – more than
from a monthly message
double the size of Hurricanes
to parents and the
Isaac and Irene combined.
community dispatched
by Superintendent Gary
Schall tells the story:
Number of homes that lost power.
The outages affected people in
17 states, as far west as Michigan.

Number of years since the
New York Stock Exchange was
closed for two consecutive
days because of weather; the
last time was
during the Blizzard of 1888.

The number of Sandy-related
photos uploaded.
per second to Instagram
on October 29.
Superstorm statistics: Time Magazine (time.com)

Although many districts suffered
damage, Sandy was treated as a single
occurrence from NYSIR’s perspective.
Direct losses to the reciprocal totaled
just over $37 million, and while that
figure may appear at first glance to be
significant, the reciprocal’s modeling
protocols and overall business plan
are designed to withstand large
catastrophic property events. Damages
to individual school districts ranged
from thousands of dollars to more
than $3 million.

Over the winter vacation
we had a team of 40
people who worked
24/7 to restore damaged
areas at the high school,
with over a million
dollars of repairs to
our boilers, electrical
system, auditorium
and crawl space. Air
quality issues have been
fully addressed, with a
completed restoration
of the crawl space that
includes final repairs of
all steam leaks, removal
and replacement of
all pipe insulation,
removal of all debris
and full sanitizing and
containment of ground
soil. The area is now
in better condition than
before the storm.

2012 Annual Report

While NYSIR’s net loss associated with
the storm came in at $2.26 million,
that figure represented only a small
portion of total premiums received
by the reciprocal, and came at a time
when NYSIR already had added almost
$7 million to surplus during the
previous nine months of the year.
Even though a substantial number of
subscriber schools did suffer damage
from the onslaught of wind and water
generated by Superstorm Sandy,
many managed to escape with minor
damage or none at all. In the end the
sun finally did break through, and
when it did, two things were clear –
the November sky… and the staying
power of NYSIR.

n
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NYSIR subscribers,” she
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they need. It’s a
great relationship.”

Green Against Mean

C

all it a band for a band of brothers and sisters –
students and educators and NYSIR representatives
allied against bullying. It’s NYSIR’s green Stop

“I saw the bracelets at one of the trade shows

Bullying wristband, a popular giveaway that’s become

and I wanted them at first for the
committee members,” said Rowe. “Then
we got enough for the whole school.”

By July 2012, New York’s Dignity for All Students

As part of its overall program, the
DMCO BOCES had updated their

a favorite of subscribers.

Act (DASA) had made educators responsible
for stopping or preventing bullying, and NYSIR

was sharing in that responsibility. That year
the reciprocal distributed 18,160 bands, with

some subscriber districts receiving more than

4,000 to distribute to students and faculty. The

Delaware-Chenango-Madison-Otsego (DCMO)
Boards of Cooperative Education Services

(BOCES), for instance, directly used or shared
2,000 of them with component districts to help

kick off a bullying prevention campaign.

Doreen Rowe, assistant superintendent for
Management Services at DCMO BOCES, also acts
as the organization’s DASA compliance officer,

overseeing two DCMO campuses and serving on
their Bullying Prevention Programs Committees.

anti-bullying regulations, appointed
building coordinators to review
all bullying reports and selected
bullying prevention coordinators at
both campuses.
“There’s a big difference between
teasing, joking and bullying,” explained
Rowe. “We won’t tolerate bullying,
and we want to know about it. Things
have been written into the curriculum
to increase awareness.”
“Students are now more comfortable
reporting when they’re bullied,”
she adds, “knowing their school
will respond.”

Pittsford CSD

NYSIR
Notes

storm front

S

andy was coming. Of that, everyone
was certain. The question was, wou
ld
it be as bad – or worse – than pred
ictions?
In front of the storm, NYSIR soun
ded the
alarm. From Long Island to Buff
alo,
regional representatives
were in contact with

could not have really prepared us
for
what happened. At approximately
10
p.m., during the height of the hurr
icane,
my plant facilities administrator calle
d,
frantically explaining that he was
at the
Park View Elementary School, [wh
ere]
the entire roof had been sheared
off from
one end to the other due to the seve
rity
of the winds.”
In the days and
weeks after, Kenter
and Kings Park

GREEN AGAINST MEAN
Delaware-chenangomadison-otsego BOCES

Superintendent of
Schools Dr. Susan
Agruso described
how NYSIR was in
constant contact.
“We will make
officials at districts like
Kings Park CSD,
offering tips and advice
ahead of what would
turn out to be a natural
disaster the likes of
which had not been seen

since Hurricane Katrina.

“They helped us prepare,”
said Dr. Philip Kenter, assistant

superintendent for Finance
and Administrative Services
at Kings Park. “[On Friday,
Oct. 26] NYSIR

STORM FRONT

sent a
series of
alerts prior to the superstorm with
things
that we needed to do,” explained
Kenter,
who said the efforts of NYSIR help
ed his
district be better prepared for the
event
than its counterparts.
kings park csd

you whole,” is
what Kings Park officials heard
from
their insurer. “NYSIR demonstrate
d
excellent leadership, communicati
on
and guidance,” said Agruso. “NY
SIR
did the right thing by us.”
Having maintained relationships
with
reliable and trustworthy vendors,
NYSIR was able to put Kings Park
in
touch with a restoration and build
ing
company that got things done quic
kly
and efficiently.
“We were back up in (just) two
months,” says Kenter.
On Jan. 2, 2013, Park View Elem
entary
School reopened. On Jan. 11, an
open house was held to celebrat
e the
new beginnings. NYSIR and Wrig
ht
Risk Management
sponsored the
celebration,
which drew 750
people from

Losing the roof

the community.
“It was a well-

In his report to FEMA, Kenter writ
es: “As
much pre-planning as we did, it

attended and
joyous event,”
said Kenter.

committee reports

; 2012: Year in Review
It was a year of transitions and full schedules. after
legal

counsel

at

the

state

Department

of

Financial Services cleared the way, NYSIR returned
remaining paid-in capital to its subscribers,
delivering a total $3.2 million at the end of the year.

Year in review

NYSIR’s Board of
Governors disbursed
the money to every
school district that has
joined NYSIR since 1989, when the
company was formed. Additionally,
the board determined that in the future
no capitalization would be charged to any
of its district members.
Peter J. Weber, Ed.D., was re-elected
to serve a second one-year term as
president. Weber is the assistant
superintendent of business for HewlettWoodmere Public Schools, and his history
with NYSIR includes a period from 19921996 during which he served as executive
director, helping to establish operating
procedures and grow the reciprocal’s
all-volunteer board. He also has served as
vice president and a member of NYSIR’s
Executive Committee, and chaired the
development group involved in forming
Scholar Reinsurance.
Former executive director Joseph
Goncalves retired in 2012 and was
replaced by Lee Gaby, former executive
director of the Public School Risk
Institute, following an extensive search
by the board. Thomas Austin, a former
member of the board, was appointed
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to work with Gaby as the assistant to
the executive director. Paul Donovan,
formerly Goncalves’ executive assistant,
also retired to become an independent
consultant to the reciprocal.
Five members – Gregory A. Race,
Gregory Kern, Thomas Austin, William
Thornton and David H. Grackin –
finished their service with the board of
governors in 2012, and by year’s end
their replacements had been selected
and were awaiting approval.
NYSIR also announced its first increase
in six years for school board legal liability
and property coverage rates. The
NYSIR board also voted to fund a sister
organization, Scholar Reinsurance. Scholar
Re is an association captive reinsurer
with a focus on helping safeguard
school district insurance pools and risk
management mutuals nationwide.
The year was capped by NYSIR’s rapid
response to member districts damaged
by Superstorm Sandy, which came
ashore in New York in late October. It
was the second-most costly storm in
U.S. history, exceeded in its cumulative
damage only by Hurricane Katrina (see
page 8).

New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal

committee reports

; Operations Committee
The Operations Committee reviews
proposed bylaw changes and additions
to the original subscriber agreement.
It oversees general operations,
ensures geographic representation
on the board of governors and
nominates candidates. The
committee also supervises elections
at annual meetings and evaluates the
performance of corporate counsel.

Final payments also were made on
claims resulting from the 2010 fire
at South Bay Elementary School in
West Babylon.
Additionally, committee members
weighed the pros and cons of
returning paid-in capital to
subscribers, which was approved for
return at the end of the year. They
discussed subscriber
agreement provisions
and operating
reserve accounts,
as well as allocation
of operating gain,
investment income
allocation and
provisions for return
of subscribers’
operating reserve funds.

NYSIR’s management
company told the
committee it
Standing: Bill Furlong (Chair), Bob Libby, Jim Fichera.
had entered into
Seated: Nancy Henner, Deborah Heppes. Not pictured: Janet Bryan
discussions with
In 2012 the Operations Committee
the New York State Association of
dealt with issues involving
School Business Officials to create
underwriting, including an analysis
a series of webinars on risk
of the Travelers Commercial Crime
management topics, and reported,
Program and offers of blanket Form O
as well, that Ernst & Young had
employee dishonesty coverage to
started its audit and underwriting
subscribers whose policies had been
process review for NYSIR.
written on an excess Form P basis.
The review also included a
Several subscribers also bought
transactional audit to ensure
earthquake and flood coverage
that policies are correctly issued.
following Tropical Storm Irene. At
Ernst & Young also reviewed
year’s end, 245 member districts out
data provided to Towers-Watson,
of 336 had purchased the coverage.
NYSIR’s actuarial agency.
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; FINANCE Committee
The Finance Committee meets regularly
with the executive director, NYSIR’s
management company and outside
consultants to monitor financial
performance and plan for the future.

full board which would allow 25 percent
of the reciprocal’s surplus account
(some $25 million) to be invested in a
broader class of assets, including equity
and fixed-income mutual funds.

Later in the year, the
committee recommended
to the full board
the renewal of TowersWatson as NYSIR’s
actuarial agent for
a two-year period. The
executive director also
reviewed for committee
members NYSIR’s
financial results from the
previous year, which
showed a continuing rise
Left to right: meredith brosnan, GAYLE SEDLACK, carleen millsaps, stePHeN
in surplus and stagnant
lunden (chair), john belmonte. Not pictured: kurt jaeger, Kishore Kuncham
gross net premiums due
The committee brings together actuaries, to slow market conditions.
investment managers and auditors to
align NYSIR’s finances with the fiscal
Following Superstorm Sandy, committee
expectations of member districts.
members discussed cash flow
implications to the reciprocal resulting
After a presentation by management and
from the storm and significant payouts
Towers-Watson actuaries in January of
to the West Babylon District in the
2012, the Finance Committee approved
aftermath of the South Bay Elementary
and moved to the full board an overall
School fire. The possibility of higher
premium rate increase of 3.5 percent,
payouts in the fourth quarter also was
which incorporated an increase of about
discussed, as was the potential need to
7 percent and 8 percent in property
include those results in the reciprocal’s
and school board legal liability rates,
next actuarial analysis. Ernst & Young
respectively. The committee also reviews also noted that NYSIR’s financial
NYSIR’s investment portfolio,
statements for the year would
which remained ahead of the reciprocal’s be consolidated to accommodate the
benchmark throughout the year.
operations of Scholar Reinsurance.
The committee also considered
Additionally, the committee recommended an updated five-year financial model
a change in investment guidelines to the report from Towers-Watson.
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committee reports

; planning & development Committee
The Planning and Development (P&D)
Committee reviews territorial analyses
undertaken by NYSIR actuaries,
ensuring rates in each territory are
reasonable for all members. Committee
members also advise on formats and

Than Insurance. The new page was
added to draw attention to NYSIR’s
involvement with the community. The
committee also made known its desire
to add more risk management e-learning
courses to the online NYSIR Risk
Management Institute.

Deployment of NYSIR’s
marketing team at
the winter NYSCOSS
conference also falls
under the aegis of the
P&D Committee, which
determined that NYSIR
would sponsor a skillbuilding workshop in
preparation for the 2013
implementation of cyberLeft to right: Eric Stark, John Staiger, Jim Johnston, Sharon Cihocki,
bullying regulations
Rick Linden (chair), Patti LokEr, Tim Whipple. Not pictured: Julie Bresett
in connection with New
agendas for subscriber seminars, and
York’s Dignity for All Students Act
review the agenda for NYSIR’s annual
(DASA). In related business, board
marketing meeting.
members heard from management
company marketing experts regarding
In addition, the committee provides
statewide DASA training programs
direction to NYSIR public relations
for districts hosted by the reciprocal.
consultants and receives briefings on
In addition to 11 training programs, a
NYSIR’s marketing program from the
separate seminar was planned for the
reciprocal’s management company.
winter NYSCOSS conference. The board
also reviewed NYSIR’s use of other
The P&D Committee began the year
marketing vehicles to highlight school
by hearing from the management
responsibilities under DASA, including
company’s marketing executive about
nysir.org, NYSIR News, subscriber
likely new subscriber prospects and the
lunches and webinars.
loss of several existing members. The
committee heard reports about a new
Members of the committee also oversaw
auto-registration process for the NYSIR
statewide communications regarding
website aimed at encouraging greater
NYSIR’s decision to continue sponsoring
web traffic, as well as new features in
scholarships for each of New York’s
a recently created section called More
ASBO regions.
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Ri-spän(t)-se-‘bil-et-ē\
n, 1b: reliability, trustworthiness
General Liability
} Endorsed Protection for
		 Sexual Molestation Claims
} Option to Include
		 Additional Insureds
} No General Aggregate
} Student Malpractice Coverage
} Employee Benefits
		 Liability Coverage
n Automobile, Liability and
Physical Damage
n Replacement Cost on Buses
(10 years or newer)
n Single Event/Single Deductible
for District Vehicles
n Personal Identity Injury Extension
n Umbrella/Excess
Catastrophic Liability
n Full, Independent
Appraisal of Building
and Contents
n

The word is out – or maybe we should
say words – on the cost-effective,
comprehensive insurance coverage
offered by NYSIR, and more than 340
school districts across New York have
added them to their vocabulary of
value-added services.
For nearly a quarter of a century the
New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal
has been in the business of offering
subscribers not just leading-edge
property/casualty insurance and risk
management expertise, but contract and
certificate reviews, training sessions,
educational seminars on pertinent
topics and special scholarships for seniors graduating
from member schools.
NYSIR’s coverage enhancements have continued
to grow along with its
membership and reputation
for responsibility, making
it the largest not-for-profit
writer of P&C insurance
for public schools in New
York State. Our in-depth
coverages include:
Property/Inland Marine
} Extra Expense
		 Protection
} Building Ordinance
		 and Law Coverage
} 21st-Century
		 Property Endorsement
n Boiler and Machinery
n School Board Legal
Liability Insurance
n

The word is
out – or maybe
we should say
words – on the
cost-effective,
comprehensive
insurance coverage
offered by NYSIR,
and more than
340 school districts
across New York
have added them
to their vocabulary
of value-added
services.
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Subscribers also receive
an array of valuable
newsletters that help
provide guidance on
loss control and risk
management. In 2012,
for instance, the NYSIR
News addressed salient
topics such as summer
program risk prevention
tips; how to make
cheerleading programs
safer; a look at how the
expansion of New York’s
Move Over Law affects
district drivers; tips on
floor buffers; safety
measures for an aging
employee population,
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and guidance on using coach buses for
school field trips.
In addition, NYSIR’s Legal Liability
Reporter (LLR) addresses education
and school-related topics from a legal
perspective. In 2012, LLR offered
members advice on complying with
New York’s anti-bullying Dignity
for All Students Act, preventing
employment discrimination in school
districts, teachers’ responsibilities
as mandatory reporters, First
Amendment rights and liability for
classroom injuries.
Quarterly reports from the executive
director also help keep members up to
date on the work of the NYSIR Board
of Governors
and its various
committees.
Besides notifying
subscribers
about scheduled
seminars
and risk
management
information,
the reports are
sent to NYSIR
contacts from
each district –
usually school
business
officials.

Website
The reciprocal’s
official website,
nysir.org,
also was fine-
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tuned in 2012 with
the addition of
homepage sections
that highlight
the most recent
additions to the
online publication,
including timetables
for seminars and
conferences and
the latest risk
management or
education-related
news stories. Access
to the site was
expanded, as well, with the addition of
special self-registration functionality.
Besides offering subscribers and
visitors more information about
school insurance issues and links
to dozens of pertinent government
sites and business partner pages,
nysir.org provides members with a
weekly Hurry Up Headline and a little
light-hearted relief in our exclusive
Class Act segment. Online forms
also make it easy to electronically
request certificates of insurance,
report a claim or change information
regarding a district vehicle. NYSIR’s
extensive online library includes past
issues of NYSIR publications, financial
reports and links to other sites and
publications. Members and others
interested in social media also can
follow us on Twitter @NYSIRInsurance.
Other support materials available
to subscribers include A Guide to
Managing Student Travel; A Guide
to Managing Risk Transfers; Threats,
Facts, Fiction and Fixes for Mold in

New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal
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The NYSIR Risk
Management Institute

Schools; a Classroom Safety DVD; and
a special DASA Bullying Response
Guide for School District Employees.

In support of its mission to offer
leading-edge risk management
programs and information,
the reciprocal also offers members
access to its online NYSIR Risk
Management Institute, where school
administrators, business officials and

Risk Management Seminars
To help keep subscribers abreast of
developments in risk management,
NYSIR also sponsors a variety of
seminars for school district staff. Some
of the topics
covered during
2012 included:
n Cyber-bullying
n Emergency
Response
Planning
n Safeguarding
Against
Harassment and
Discrimination
n Business
Continuity for
Schools
n Anti-bullying
and Bullying
Prevention
n Boiler Safety and Maintenance
(presented with Hartford Steam Boiler)
n Employment Liability
n The Dignity for All Students Act
n Preventing Concussions

staff can get topical training from
home or the office, at times that are
convenient to them. Modules include:
Playground Safety, Special Education
and Staff Security.

As part of NYSIR’s focus on bullying
prevention, member districts may order
bracelets for their students to reinforce
the message. NYSIR makes the bands
available for an array of school initiatives,
including district-wide campaigns,
assemblies and club programs. The
effort is part of NYSIR’s commitment to
schools and communities that are safe
and welcoming.

2012 Annual Report

Additionally NYSIR offers members
access to the training resources of
two pre-eminent risk management
groups, the Public School Risk
Institute (PSRI) and United
Educators (UE), whose online
courses reinforce the wealth of risk
management materials provided
by NYSIR’s own Risk Management
Department. Both groups also

n
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full-service valuation
companies, provides
its subscribers with
a no-cost, fixed-asset
appraisal. The service
includes an onsite
physical appraisal of
buildings, contents and
land improvements;
bar code tagging of all
capitalized equipment;
the provision of NYSIRcompliant insurance
reports and GASB-34compliant property cost
accounting reports.

offer member access to school
leaders across the country, enabling
connections to districts that share
similar issues, problems and solutions.
NYSIR is a founding member of
PSRI, which is a nonprofit association
controlled by member school districts
and school district risk groups. It
undertakes research, publishing,
education and communication
programs to promote the principles
and practical applications of risk
management. UE is owned and governed
by more than 1,160 educational
institutions. Its mission is to reduce
losses and liabilities through innovative
risk management programs implemented
at member schools and campuses.

Fixed-asset Appraisal Services
Every five years, NYSIR, in conjunction
with CBIZ Valuation Group, LLC, one
of the nation’s largest independent,
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When insurers
underwrite property, they also
need accurate insurance-to-value
calculations (ITV) so appropriate
premiums can be developed for
assumed risks. Another valuable
component of the NYSIR program
is an accurate determination of
that value for districts. Members
receive onsite appraisals and
accounting reports, along with
an accurate valuation of each
district’s assets.

License Monitoring
As part of its comprehensive
approach to risk management, NYSIR
also has partnered with License
Monitor Inc. to provide subscribers
with a state-of-the-art tool that
allows them to manage data
and proactively monitor license
activity for drivers of buses and
other service vehicles. In 2012,
187 member districts were active

New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal
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participants in the program and
9,165 drivers were monitored.

into their own driver recognition
programs as they wish.

The program enables districts
to ensure that unqualified or
unlicensed drivers are not operating
district vehicles and to immediately
receive notification when problems
such as license suspension,
revocation and expiration arise.
NYSIR provides the service at no
cost to members that employ 19A
drivers to operate district buses, and
at a substantially discounted rate to
districts that use contracted buses
and operate district passenger and
service vehicles.

Scholarships for Students
and Administrators
And while NYSIR’s expertise
always has been the provision of
value-added public school P&C
coverage and risk management
know-how, we’re pleased to say
that the reciprocal isn’t just about
insurance. It’s about community,
as well.
NYSIR is proud to sponsor several
scholarships for college-bound
seniors in member districts who
meet special criteria. Thanks in
part to the generosity of dozens of
organizational sponsors, in 2012
the New York Schools Insurance
Foundation awarded $38,000 in
scholarships to 11 outstanding
graduates from NYSIR member
school districts across New York.

Road Safety Recognition
In a similar vein, NYSIR supports
subscriber districts that honor
employees who reach exemplary
transportation service safety
milestones by making available
gold-colored Accident-free Drive
anniversary pins for presentation
to bus and service vehicle operators
who have verifiably
demonstrated an
accident-free
employee driving
record. Safety
First pins also
are provided for
district drivers
and bus monitors
who have
reached employee
anniversary
milestones.
Subscribers may
incorporate the pins

2012 Annual Report

For administrators, NYSIR supports
professional development by
sponsoring attendance
at the fall New York
State Association
of School
Business Officials
(NYSASBO)
Academy. The
scholarship
covers the full
cost for one
person from each
local NYSASBO
chapter, as selected
by the chapter.
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– NYSIR’s Co-creative
; Responsibility
Enterprise in New York and Beyond
Every success in a venture like NYSIR comes from
cooperation and a co-creative enterprise spirit. Our
341 subscribers certainly do their part over and over
again, paying premiums and working hard each day
to prevent injuries and minimize loss.

Lee Gaby
nysir
executive
director

In 2012, 24 of New York’s finest and most
dedicated school district leaders carried
out the responsibilities of
NYSIR’s Board
of Governors.
From across
the state they
came together
throughout
the year to
set policy
and represent
the collective
resolve of
NYSIR’s 325
local districts
and 16 BOCES.
Their actions provided
the best example of the kind
of mutual responsibility
and common purpose
on which any nonprofit
reciprocal insurance
company is based.
And we shouldn’t forget
members of the board
who finished their service
during the year: David
Grackin, Bill Thornton,

Tom Austin, Greg Race and Greg Kern.
They gave of themselves wholeheartedly,
like so many before them. After giving
up his seat on the
board, Tom jumped
from his position
as superintendent of
Walton CSD to join
NYSIR as the assistant
to the executive director.

In 2012, 24 of New
York’s most
dedicated school
district leaders
carried out the
responsibilities of
NYSIR’s Board of
Governors. From
across the state
they came together
throughout the
year to set policy
and represent the
collective resolve of
NYSIR’s 325
local districts and
16 BOCES.
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His move also
provided the board
with the opportunity
to re-elect Peter
Weber to serve
a second year as
president, a piece
of good luck that
provided me with an
advanced course
in leadership based on
NYSIR’s 2011 lesson
plan: (1) Understand
what school districts
need and never waver
from your mission;
(2) Effective
collaboration enables
schools and businesses
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the nysir
executive
committee
seated
left to right:
Carleen millsaps
john staiger
Standing
left to right:
John belmonte
bob lulley
tom gleason
lee gaby
peter weber
not pictured:
Kurt Jaeger
James Fichera
Robert Libby

to share ideas and continually
adapt to changing circumstances;
(3) Planning for change is never
easy; (4) Sustainable change takes
time to explore, evaluate, modify
and then successfully implement.
As he led NYSIR throughout 2012,
Peter continued to demonstrate care
and commitment to all those who
work on behalf of our subscribers.
Our friend Joe Goncalves also
served the board of governors in
2012, skillfully guiding NYSIR
in the first half of the year and
throughout the all-important
renewal season. He continued to
provide wise counsel over a
summer of transition, adding a little
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something extra – “lagniappe” –
to everything he did, especially our
annual reports.

The Long and Winding Road
In one report, for instance, he
wrote about tennis and the NYSIR
Advantage; in another, he brought
up the Beatles and how we get by
with a little help from our friends.
And in last year’s report he reflected
on the journey from past to future,
recalling how far NYSIR had
come from “a 54-member reciprocal
with big ideas to a more mature,
emboldened and responsive
company with hundreds of
subscribers and even bigger ideas.”
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Responsibility

You may also remember him
telling us about the last time the
earth stood still – pointing out
that “today, everything moves.”
Joe found ways to keep things
going forward and make NYSIR
relevant to school leaders. He
helped transport us to a higher
level of thinking, and we remain
grateful for his wisdom, courage
and stewardship. We’re fortunate
that his efforts continue to benefit
NYSIR through leadership of
Scholar Reinsurance. Another great
friend of NYSIR, Paul Donovan,
carried on the strong tradition of
previous assistants to the executive
director and was recognized during
the August board reorganization
meeting for his long
service to the reciprocal.
On behalf of the entire
organization, we’d like to
extend our appreciation
to the many professionals
who serve NYSIR. Their
diligence, skills and
wisdom contributed
mightily to yet another
successful year. We’re
also grateful to the
staff of the New York
Department of Financial
Services, who completed
their examination of
NYSIR in the fall and
soon will be issuing
a report with no changes
to the reported
financial statements
of the reciprocal.

As we planned this report, Paul
Weinstein, our management
company’s vice president of
marketing, shared something
that came to mind when we
began talking about the word
responsibility. He suggested that
we have responsibility to others,
ourselves, the organization,
students, districts, administrators,
the community and our mission.
Paul also mentioned financial, moral
and operational responsibilities.
One of the many ways we fulfilled
those responsibilities in 2012 was
to deepen our
relationships with
the New York State
Association of School
Business Officials
(NYSASBO), the
New York State
Council of School
Superintendents
(NYSCOSS)
and the New
York State School
Boards Association
(NYSSBA) – three
organizations that
play vital roles
in strengthening
public education
and improving the
conditions under
which NYSIR
serves local
districts. Professional

On behalf of
the entire
organization,
we’d like to extend
our appreciation
to the many
professionals
who serve NYSIR.
Their diligence,
skills and wisdom
contributed
mightily to
yet another
successful year.
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development, along with advocacy
of model policies and best practices,
builds higher confidence overall for
New York schools and contributes
directly to injury prevention and
lower cost of risk.
In recognition of narrowing
revenue streams and property tax

caps, NYSIR took responsibility
in setting aside $3.2 million in
returned capitalization funds for
subscriber school districts in 2012,
and the board determined that no
capitalization would be charged to
any district that became a part of the
reciprocal after July 2012. Scholar
Reinsurance also evolved in 2012
from its origin as our own captive
reinsurer to an association or mutual
reinsurer whose further purpose is to
help support kindred organizations
across the nation.
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We also continued our efforts to
build stronger connections with
national and partner organizations
such as United Educators (UE), the
Public School Risk Institute (PSRI),
the Association of Governmental
Risk Pools (AGRiP), the Public Risk
Management Association (PRiMA)
and International ASBO. Even though
our universe
of subscribers
is New York
State, NYSIR
is gaining
recognition for
commitment
to the greater
good in regions
beyond the
Empire State.
The reciprocal
demonstrated
the extent of
that service
and the
depth of its
responsibility
many times
in 2012, especially as it related to a
superstorm called Sandy. We were
on the front lines from Day One with
this rare fusion of nor’easter and
tropical storm, a natural disaster that
did extensive flood and wind damage
to some of our schools.
However, the storm did not damage
our balance sheet. Cumulative
net losses associated with Sandy
amounted to about $2.3 million
for NYSIR; sophisticated modeling
protocols kept those levels to less
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than half of what
state regulators
consider to
be a material
financial event
for a company
our size. Because
of NYSIR’s capacity to respond
rapidly and provide critical support,
member districts were able to
move quickly to repair, restore and
reopen damaged schools.

importance to
subscribers, it
is vital that we
keep them in
perspective. We
cannot afford
to become
complacent or rest at this level of
achievement. As we hope is evident
in our colorful front cover, we’re
adding every year to NYSIR’s lexicon
of success, both inside and outside
New York. Today we can look back to
see where we’ve been, and get some
idea about where we’re heading.

Our risk management operation also
mobilized in the aftermath of the
nightmare at Newtown, CT, offering
subscribers advice and counsel
on evaluating and bolstering their
emergency response procedures.
Updates on school
security and violence
were prepared and
electronically transmitted
to all NYSIR districts,
and additional links
to pertinent crisis and
emergency management
programs and documents
were made available
on nysir.org. We also
immediately reached
out to our counterpart
organization in
Connecticut with an offer
to help in whatever way
we could.

Success and
Perspective
While we are proud
of our numbers
and recognize their

n

n

NYSIR met its responsibility to be
financially secure and stable.
NYSIR met its responsibility to
be a reciprocal
insurance company
owned and
controlled by its
subscribers.
n NYSIR met its
responsibility to
serve school districts
from every area of
New York State.

While we are
proud of our
numbers and
recognize their
importance
to subscribers, it
is vital that we
keep them in
perspective. We
cannot afford
to become
complacent or
rest at this level of
achievement.
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All of us who have
the privilege of
working for NYSIR
are grateful for
the interest and
commitment of all
our subscribers, who,
working together,
are the reason we’re
able to deliver on our
promise to reduce
uncertainty and help
schools become safer.
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subscriber list

; NYSIR Subscribers
NYSIR was formed in 1989. We are
the largest public school insurer in
New York. Our ability to annually
retain virtually all of our subscribers
speaks to the value that our program
provides to schools. NYSIR’s founding
members are highlighted with a n .

n

n

n
n

n

n

n

Adirondack CSD
Akron CSD
Albany City SD
Albion CSD
Alden CSD
Altmar-Parish-Williamstown CSD
Amagansett UFSD
Amherst CSD
Amsterdam Enlarged City SD
Ardsley UFSD
Argyle CSD
Arlington CSD
AuSable Valley CSD
Babylon UFSD
Baldwin UFSD
Bay Shore UFSD
Bayport-Bluepoint UFSD
Beacon City SD
Bedford CSD
Beekmantown CSD
Bellmore UFSD
Bellmore-Merrick CHSD
Bethpage UFSD
Blindbrook-Rye UFSD
Brasher Falls CSD
Brentwood UFSD
Brewster CSD
Briarcliff Manor UFSD
Bridgehampton UFSD
Brighton CSD
Byram Hills CSD
Campbell-Savona CSD
Canastota CSD
Canton CSD
Carle Place UFSD
Carmel CSD
Cazenovia CSD
Center Moriches UFSD
Central Islip UFSD
Central Square CSD
Chappaqua CSD
Charlotte Valley CSD
Chazy Central Rural School
Cheektowaga CSD
Cheektowaga-Maryvale UFSD
Cheektowaga-Sloan UFSD
Cincinnatus CSD
Clarence CSD
Clarkstown CSD
Cleveland Hill UFSD
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Clifton Fine CSD
Clinton-Essex-WarrenWashington BOCES
Cohoes CSD
Cold Spring Harbor CSD
Colton-Pierrepont CSD
Comsewogue UFSD
Connetquot UFSD
Copiague UFSD
Cornwall CSD
Cortland City SD
Croton Harmon UFSD
Deer Park UFSD
Depew UFSD
Dobbs Ferry UFSD
Dover UFSD
East Hampton UFSD
East Irondequoit CSD
East Islip UFSD
East Meadow UFSD
East Moriches UFSD
East Quogue UFSD
East Ramapo CSD
East Rockaway UFSD
East Williston UFSD
Eastchester UFSD
Eastern Suffolk BOCES
Eastport / South Manor CSD
Edmeston CSD
Eldred CSD
Elizabethtown-Lewis CSD
Ellenville CSD
Elmira City SD
Elmira Heights CSD
Elmont UFSD
Elmsford UFSD
Elwood UFSD
Erie I BOCES
Fairport CSD
Fallsburg CSD
Fire Island UFSD
Fishers Island UFSD
Floral Park-Bellerose UFSD
Fort Plain CSD
Franklin CSD
Franklin Essex Hamilton BOCES
Franklin Square UFSD
Freeport UFSD
Fulton City SD
Garden City UFSD
Garrison UFSD
Gates-Chili CSD
Geneva City SD
Glen Cove City SD
Goshen CSD
Grand Island CSD
Great Neck UFSD
Greece UFSD
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Green Island CSD
Greenburgh #7 CSD
Greenport UFSD
Guilderland CSD
Haldane CSD
Half Hollow Hills CSD
Hamburg CSD
Hamilton CSD
Hamilton/Fulton/
Montgomery BOCES
Hampton Bays CSD
Hannibal CSD
Harborfields CSD
Harrison CSD
Harrisville CSD
Hastings-on-Hudson UFSD
Haverstraw-Stony Point CSD
Hendrick Hudson CSD
Herricks UFSD
Hewlett-Woodmere UFSD
Hicksville UFSD
Highland CSD
Highland Falls-Ft. Montgomery CSD
Hilton CSD
Holland CSD
Holley CSD
Homer CSD
Honeoye Falls-Lima CSD
Hoosic Valley CSD
Hornell City SD
Huntington UFSD
Hyde Park CSD
Iroquois CSD
Irvington UFSD
Island Park UFSD
Island Trees UFSD
Islip UFSD
Ithaca City SD
Jericho UFSD
Jordan Elbridge CSD
Katonah-Lewisboro UFSD
Keene CSD
Kendall CSD
Kenmore/Town of
Tonawanda UFSD
Kings Park CSD
Lakeland CSD
Lansingburgh CSD
Laurens CSD
Lawrence UFSD
Levittown UFSD
Lewiston-Porter CSD
Liberty CSD
Lindenhurst UFSD
Lisbon CSD
Livingston Manor CSD
Locust Valley CSD
Long Beach City SD

subscriber list
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Longwood CSD
Lynbrook UFSD
Lyncourt UFSD
Madrid-Waddington CSD
Mahopac CSD
Malone CSD
Malverne UFSD
Mamaroneck UFSD
Manhasset Public Schools
Margaretville CSD
Marlboro CSD
Massapequa UFSD
Mattituck-Cutchogue UFSD
McGraw CSD
Middle Country CSD
Middleburgh CSD
Merrick UFSD
Millbrook CSD
Mineola UFSD
Minerva CSD
Monroe I BOCES
Monroe II BOCES
Monroe-Woodbury CSD
Montauk UFSD
Monticello CSD
Moriah CSD
Morristown CSD
Mount Pleasant CSD
Mount Vernon City SD
Mount Sinai CSD
Nanuet UFSD
Nassau BOCES
New Hyde Park/Garden City
Park UFSD
New Paltz CSD
New Rochelle City SD
New Suffolk Common SD
Newburgh City SD
Newcomb CSD
Niagara Wheatfield CSD
North Babylon UFSD
North Bellmore UFSD
North Collins CSD
North Colonie CSD
North Merrick UFSD
North Salem CSD
North Shore CSD
Northeast CSD
Northeastern Clinton CSD
Northport-East
Northport UFSD
Northville CSD
Nyack UFSD
Oceanside UFSD
Oneida City SD
Oneonta City SD
Onondaga/Cortland/
Madison BOCES
Orange-Ulster BOCES
Ossining UFSD
Otsego Northern Catskills BOCES

n
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n
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n
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Oyster Bay/ E. Norwich CSD
Oysterponds UFSD
Patchogue-Medford UFSD
Pavilion CSD
Pearl River UFSD
Peekskill City SD
Pelham UFSD
Peru CSD
Phoenix CSD
Pine Plains CSD
Pittsford CSD
Plainedge CSD
Plainview-Old Bethpage CSD
Plattsburgh City SD
Pleasantville UFSD
Pocantico Hills CSD
Port Chester-Rye UFSD
Port Jefferson UFSD
Port Jervis City SD
Port Washington UFSD
Potsdam CSD
Poughkeepsie City SD
Pulaski CSD
Putnam CSD
Putnam Valley CSD
Putnam/N. Westchester BOCES
Quogue UFSD
Ramapo CSD
Red Hook CSD
Remsenburg-Speonk UFSD
Rensselaer City SD
Riverhead CSD
Rockland BOCES
Rockville Centre UFSD
Romulus CSD
Rondout Valley CSD
Roosevelt UFSD
Roscoe CSD
Roslyn Public Schools
Royalton-Hartland CSD
Rush-Henrietta CSD
Rye City SD
Rye Neck UFSD
Sachem CSD
Sag Harbor UFSD
Salmon River CSD
Sandy Creek CSD
Saratoga Springs City SD
Saugerties CSD
Sayville UFSD
Scarsdale UFSD
Schalmont CSD
Schenevus CSD
Seaford UFSD
Seneca Falls CSD
Shelter Island UFSD
Sherburne-Earlville CSD
Shoreham-Wading River CSD
Smithtown CSD
Somers CSD
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South Country CSD
South Huntington UFSD
South Orangetown CSD
Southampton Public Schools
Southern Cayuga CSD
Southern Westchester BOCES
Southold UFSD
Southwestern CSD
Springs UFSD
St. Johnsville CSD
Starpoint CSD
Sullivan West CSD
Sweet Home CSD
Taconic Hills CSD
Tarrytown UFSD
Three Village CSD
Ticonderoga CSD
Tonawanda City SD
Troy City SD
Tuckahoe Common SD
Tuckahoe UFSD
Tupper Lake CSD
Tuxedo UFSD
Ulster BOCES
Unadilla Valley CSD
Uniondale UFSD
Valhalla UFSD
Valley CSD
Valley Stream CHSD
Valley Stream-13 UFSD
Valley Stream-24 UFSD
Valley Stream-30 UFSD
Vernon-Verona-Sherrill CSD
Wainscott Common SD
Wallkill CSD
Walton CSD
Wantagh UFSD
Wappingers CSD
Waterloo CSD
Watkins Glen CSD
Webster CSD
Weedsport CSD
West Babylon UFSD
West Canada Valley CSD
West Hempstead UFSD
West Irondequoit CSD
West Seneca CSD
Westbury UFSD
Western Suffolk BOCES
Westhampton Beach UFSD
Wheelerville UFSD
White Plains City SD
Whitehall CSD
William Floyd UFSD
Williamsville CSD
Willsboro CSD
Wilson CSD
Windham-Ashland-Jewett CSD
Worcester CSD
Yorktown CSD
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NYSIR 2012 FINANCIALS

York Schools Insurance Reciprocal
; New
Balance Sheets – Statutory Basis
as of December 31		

2012		

2011

Admitted assets
Cash and invested assets:				

Bonds

$ 186,969,258

$ 209,842,519

Equity securities 		

30,387,108		

–

Short-term investments		

367,454		

4,908,742

Cash and cash equivalents		

4,530,199		

293,258

Other invested assets		

19,567,408		

19,869,571

Receivable for securities		

–		

1,609

Total cash and invested assets		

241,821,427		

234,915,699

Premiums receivable		

141,833		

125,122

Accrued investment income		

1,038,101		

1,395,891

Reinsurance recoverable on paid losses		

5,552,140		

2,463,452

Total admitted assets

$ 248,553,501

$ 238,900,164

		
Liabilities and policyholders’ surplus
liabilities:				
	reserves:				

		Unpaid losses and loss adjustment expenses

$

92,592,015

$

92,587,200

		Unearned premiums		

26,608,233		

25,767,290

	Total reserves		

119,200,248		

118,354,490

	Ceded reinsurance balances payable		

2,422,211		

2,103,351

	Provision for reinsurance		

1,688,292		

555,753

	Accrued expenses and other liabilities		

810,274		

366,600

Total liabilities		

124,121,025		

121,380,194

		
policyholders’ surplus:				

	Contributed surplus		

–		

3,199,923

	Unassigned funds		
		
Total policyholders’ surplus		

124,432,476		

114,320,047

124,432,476		

117,519,970

Total liabilities and policyholders’ surplus

$ 248,553,501

$ 238,900,164

NYSIR complies with both Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and Statutory Accounting Practices. The
statutory-basis financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal at Dec. 31, 2012 and 2011, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for
the years then ended in conformity with accounting practices prescribed or permitted by the New York State Department
of Financial Services.
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York Schools Insurance Reciprocal
; New
statements of income and
policyholder surplus – statutory basis
as of December 31		

2012		

2011

statements of income

Net premiums written

$

53,319,266

$

51,330,554

Decrease in net unearned premiums		

(840,943)		

(591,474)

Net premiums earned		

52,478,323		

50,739,080

Losses and loss adjustment expenses incurred		

38,627,479		

43,732,570

Other underwriting expenses incurred		

9,156,647		

9,900,076

Underwriting gain (loss)		

4,694,197		

(2,893,566)

Net investment income		

5,075,565		

5,850,946

Net realized capital gains 		

1,895,176		

1,171,136

		

Net income

$

11,664,938

$

4,128,516

$

117,519,970

$

112,356,849

		
statements of policyholders’ surplus

Policyholders’ surplus at beginning of year
Increase (decrease) in policyholders’ surplus:

Net income		

11,664,938		

4,128,516

Change in net unrealized losses		

(419,970)		

(129,834)

Change in provision for reinsurance		

(1,132,539)		

1,134,107

Surplus paid-in		

(3,199,923)		

30,332

Net increase in policyholders’ surplus		

6,912,506		

5,163,121

Policyholders’ surplus at end of year
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York Schools Insurance Reciprocal
; New
statements of cash flow – Statutory Basis
as of December 31		

2012		

2011

operations

Premiums received, net of reinsurance

$

53,613,068

$

51,144,489

Losses and loss adjustment expenses paid		

(22,051,077)		

(44,837,570)

Other underwriting expenses paid		

(28,567,005)		

(5,203,585)

Net investment income received		

6,746,477		

7,222,497

Net cash provided by operations		

9,741,463		

8,325,831

176,952,999		

140,682,890

		
investing activities

Proceeds from sales, maturities or repayments of bonds		
Cost of investment in a subsidiary		

–		 (20,000,000)

Net (gain) loss on disposal of short-term investments		

(2,137)		

Cost of bonds acquired		

(153,394,617)		

Cost of stocks acquired		

(30,504,917)		

Net cash used in investing activities		

(6,948,672)		

53
(126,474,219)
–
(5,792,886)

financing and miscellaneous activities

Surplus paid-in		

(3,199,923)		

Other miscellaneous activities		

102,785		

30,332
(7,348)

Total cash (used by) provided by financing and
miscellaneous activities		

(3,097,138)		

22,984

(304,347)		

2,555,929

5,202,000		

2,646,071

		
Net (decrease) increase in cash, cash equivalents
and short-term investments		
Cash, cash equivalents and short-term
investments at beginning of year		
Cash, cash equivalents and short-term
investments at end of year

$

4,897,653

$

5,202,000

The New York State Department of Financial Services examines NYSIR’s financial statements. In addition, NYSIR is audited
by Ernst & Young, LLP, a national firm of independent certified public accountants. NYSIR’s internal auditor provides
a continuing review of internal controls and operations of the company and regularly reports to NYSIR’s Finance and
Executive committees.
NYSIR’s 2012 financial statements have been audited by the independent auditors. The condensed financial information
shown here has been derived from the complete financial statements on which the independent auditors issued their
unqualified opinion dated April 30, 2013. Management is responsible for the preparation, integrity and objectivity of the
financial statements and other financial data in this report. Forward-looking statements from management about future
operations, capital spending and the expectations of NYSIR are made in good faith and are reasonable representations of
NYSIR’s expected performance at the time.
Actual results may vary from management’s stated expectations and projections due to a variety of factors. Copies of the
complete audited financial statements for the New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal are available for inspection. For
further information, contact Lee Gaby, executive director, NYSIR, 33 Earle Ovington Blvd., Suite 1030, Uniondale, NY 11553.
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New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal
333 Earle Ovington Boulevard | Suite 1030 | uniondale, New york 11553
800.476.9747 | 516.393.2324 | Fax 516.227.2352
www.nysir.org

